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The metabolic mechanism regulating the production of nitric and nitrous oxide (NO, N2O)

in ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) was characterized by flux balance analysis (FBA) of a

stoichiometric metabolic network (SMN) model. The SMN model was created using 51

reactions and 44 metabolites of the energy metabolism in Nitrosomonas europaea, a widely

studied AOB. FBA of model simulations provided estimates for reaction rates and yield

ratios of intermediate metabolites, substrates, and products. These estimates matched

well, deviating on average by 15% from values for 17 M yield ratios reported for non-

limiting oxygen and ammonium concentrations. A sensitivity analysis indicated that the

reactions catalysed by cytochromes aa3 and P460 principally regulate the pathways of NO

and N2O production (hydroxylamine oxidoreductase mediated and nitrifier denitrification).

FBA of simulated N. europaea exposure to oxiceanoxiceoxic transition indicated that NO

and N2O production primarily resulted from an intracellular imbalance between the pro-

duction and consumption of electron equivalents during NH3 oxidation, and that NO and

N2O are emitted when the sum of their production rates is greater than half the rate of NO

oxidation by cytochrome P460.

ª 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) produce nitric and nitrous

oxide (NO and N2O) during nitrification and autotrophic

denitrification in wastewater treatment processes (Ahn et al.,

2010; Foley et al., 2010; Kampschreur et al., 2009). A survey of

wastewater treatment plants in the US showed that aerobic

zones generally contributed more to N2O fluxes than anoxic

zones from BNR reactors (Ahn et al., 2010); the N2O emission

fraction ranges between 0 and 25% of the influent N-load ac-

cording to the International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC)

(Kampschreur et al., 2009). N2O emissions contribute to ozone

depletion and its global warming potential is w300 times

higher than that of CO2 on a per molecule basis (Ravishankara

et al., 2009; Wuebbles, 2009). The operational conditions of

wastewater treatment processes that lead to NO and N2O

production by AOB are related to changes in the concentration

of electron donors (NH4
þ and NH2OH) and acceptors (O2 and

NO2
-) (Chandran et al., 2011; Kampschreur et al., 2008). How-

ever, despite the availability of extensive information on ni-

trogen respiration and energy production in AOB, the

metabolic triggers and regulatory mechanisms controlling NO

and N2O production are not well understood.

NO/N2O production in AOB occurs via two pathways: (i) the

aerobic hydroxylamine oxidation pathway mediated by hy-

droxylamine oxidoreductase (HAO) and (ii) the nitrifier deni-

trification pathway mediated by nitrite reductase (NIR) and

nitric oxide reductase (NOR) enzymes (Cabail and Pacheco,

2003; Stein, 2010, 2011; Wunderlin et al., 2012). From pure

cultures of Nitrosomonas europaea, a model AOB species that

has been abundantly detected in full scale nitrification pro-

cesses (Wagner et al., 2002), it is known that these two path-

ways are part of nitrogen respiration, electron transport chain,

and energy generation mechanisms of AOB (Whittaker et al.,

2000; Yu et al., 2010). As a result, activation of the HAO

mediated pathway leads to generation of electron equivalents

and activation of the NIR mediated pathways implies a con-

sumption of electron equivalents. However, details of how the

availability of electron donors (NH4
þ or NH2OH) and acceptors

(O2 or NO2
- ) influences the activity of these pathways remain

unclear.

Activated Sludge (ASM) models have been modified to

dynamically predict NO and N2O production under different

environmental conditions by linking NO and N2O production

to the respiratory activity and the responsible metabolic

pathway (Kampschreur et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2011, 2013; Pan

et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2010). This approach however does

not clarify why these gases are produced, as NO and N2O

production has largely been described as being decoupled

from the cell’s energy metabolism. Furthermore, different

routes for production or consumption of electron equivalents

are ignored. A different approach taken by Wunderlin et al.

(2013) involving the use of isotope signatures of N2O pro-

duced by mixed microbial populations could quantify the

contribution of each of the two N2O production pathways

under different environmental conditions. However, the

method provides no explanation for what activated the

dominant pathway. Added to this, the difficulty and expense

of such isotopic signature based experiments could limit
their wide adoption in understanding the behaviour of labo-

ratory or full scale systems.

Stoichiometric metabolic network (SMN) modelling and

flux balance analysis (FBA) are emerging techniques in

systems biology that could be used to quantify the rate of

reactions within the network formed by chemical com-

pounds and sequenced chemical reactions in cells’ meta-

bolism (Durot et al., 2009; Oberhardt et al., 2009; Orth et al.,

2010). FBA provides a ‘snapshot’ estimation of reaction rates

in the metabolic network at a specific metabolic steady state

(Orth et al., 2010), and we use it to quantify the simulta-

neous activity in the hydroxylamine mediated and nitrifier

denitrification pathways during NO and N2O production by

AOB. In this study Nitrosomonas europaea served as a model

AOB as its metabolism as well as the pathways for ammo-

nium oxidation and production of energy, NO and N2O, are

known (Poughon et al., 2001; Sayavedra-Soto and Arp, 2011;

Stein, 2010). Furthermore, its genome has been sequenced,

which allows the reconstruction of its entire complement of

metabolic pathways (Chain et al., 2003). We construct a SMN

model based on Nitrosomonas europaea energy production

metabolism and enzymology, and use it in combination

with FBA to quantify the metabolic rates of NO and N2O

production pathways during oxiceanoxiceoxic transitions

of N. europaea cultures. The obtained metabolic rates are

used to infer the physiological mechanisms responsible for

regulation of pathways leading to the production of these

gases.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Metabolic network development

A metabolic network model for biochemical reactions and

metabolites formed during N. europaea energy production

metabolism was constructed by following the procedure

described by Thiele and Palsson (2010) and using organism-

specific genomic and biochemical information from litera-

ture (references in Table S1 of Supporting Information (SI))

and the metabolic pathway databases KEGG and MetaCyc

(respectively accessible at http://www.genome.jp/kegg/ and

http://metacyc.org/). The network consists of mass and

charge balanced stoichiometric biochemical reactions that are

classified as either reversible or irreversible (Savinell and

Palsson, 1992; Thiele and Palsson, 2010).

The reactions for energy production in N. europaea cells are

modelled as occurring in three cell compartments: extracel-

lular, periplasmic and cytoplasmic spaces (Chain et al., 2003);

labels [e], [p] and [c] have respectively been assigned to

metabolic compounds to indicate their occurrence in extra-

cellular, periplasmic and cytoplasmic compartments (Fig. 1A).

The metabolite NH4
þ[e] is thereby differentiated from NH4

þ[p]
and the exchange between extracellular and periplasmic

spaces can be simulated as NH4
þ[e] )/ NH4

þ[p]. Further in-

formation about network compartmentalization can be found

in Thiele and Palsson (2010). The constructed AOB-SMNmodel

consists of 44 metabolites and 49 stoichiometric reactions

categorized as follows: 11 exchange reactions representing

the flow of metabolic compounds in and out of the cell (IDs of

http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
http://metacyc.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049


Fig. 1 e The SMN-AOB model developed in this study: (A) The conceptual scheme of FBA in the metabolic network.

Metabolites “a” to “e” are shown in extracellular, periplasmic, or cytoplasmic compartments using labels [e], [p] or [c]; doted,

dashed and solid arrows respectively represent exchange, transport/diffusion, and metabolic reactions. (B) Visualization of

the SMN-AOB model created using Cytoscape in which nodes represent reactions as well as metabolites. (C) Schematic

representation of reactions andmetabolic compounds considered in the AOB-SMNmodel. Black arrows represent metabolic

reactions with their ID name shown in grey boxes and dashed lines represent the pathways of electron exchange. Ovals

show the main nitrogenous compounds. Full reaction equations and the list of metabolic compounds are presented in

Tables S1 and S2 of SI.
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these reactions have the extension “-Ex”), 4 reactions repre-

senting the consumption and production of metabolic com-

pounds from intracellular pools (IDs of these reactions have

the extension “-Pool”), 17 reactions representing the transport

or diffusion of metabolic compounds between compartments

[e], [p] and [c], 14 reactions for N. europaea energy production

metabolism catalysed by enzymes, including ammonia

respiration, NO and N2O production, and energy production,
and 3 biomass synthesis reactions (all reaction IDs are showed

with italicized text). The network formed by these reactions

and metabolites, produced with Cytoscape 3.0.1 software

(Cytoscape consortium, San Diego, USA), is shown in Fig. 1B

where nodes represent reactions and metabolites; the

external branches are the 11 exchange reactions; and themost

highly connected nodes are lumped in the central region of

the network.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049
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A scheme of the primary reactions and metabolites

considered in the model is illustrated in Fig. 1C, as follows:

exchange of compounds between cellular and extracellular

spaces, oxidation and reduction of nitrogenous compounds in

the periplasmic space, and protein and biomass synthesis in

the cytoplasmic space, along with the electron transport

chain. The hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (HAO) mediated

NO/N2O production pathway involves oxidative NOH and NO

production by HAO (Kostera et al., 2008) (reactions IDs: HAO-

noh, HAO-no, and NO1), and the subsequent reduction of NO to

N2O by nitric oxide reductase (NOR) (reactions ID: NOR). The

nitrifier denitrification NO/N2O production pathway uses

HNO2 and NO as final electron acceptors in two reduction re-

actions (NIR and NOR). Ubiquinol-8 (Q8H2) and reduced cyto-

chrome 552 (Cyt552e) play a particularly significant role in the

modelled electron transport chain by acting as pivot com-

pounds that distribute the flow of electrons to different elec-

tron acceptors (Fig. 1C). Details of the genome and

biochemical information used to assemble the metabolic

network are presented in the Supporting Information (SI).

Table S1 of SI presents a list of model’s primary metabolic

reactions, their stoichiometric equations, the associated re-

action’s catalyst enzyme and associated references and Table

S2 of SI lists model’s metabolic compounds.

2.2. FBA Model simulations

FBA simulations were performed by mathematically repre-

senting the reconstructed SMN using the COBRA toolbox 2.0

(Schellenberger et al., 2011; The open COBRA project, San

Diego, USA) workingwith the linear programming solver GLPK

(GNU project, Moscow, Russia) within Matlab� 7 R2010b (The

Mathworks Inc, Massachusetts, USA). The different methods

in COBRA toolbox 2.0 that were used for network evaluation,

debugging and simulation are listed in Table S3 of SI. FBA was

applied to estimate the unknown rates of network reactions

by using values of consumption rates of substrates (i.e. oxygen

and ammonium) as model input. The unknown rates (or

fluxes) were found by optimizing an objective function (Z)

subject to the specified substrate uptake rates (Becker et al.,

2007; Orth et al., 2010; Varma and Palsson, 1994). FBA can be

mathematically expressed as:

S � v ¼ 0 ¼ dX
dt

(1)

where S is a stoichiometric matrix ofmmetabolites (rows) and

n reactions (columns), with sij representing stoichiometric

coefficient for ithmetabolite participating in jth reaction; v is a

vector of n reaction rates vj that are estimated by optimizing

within constraints so thatfj�vj�bj, wherefj and bj represent

the lower and upper bounds for reaction rate vj; X represents

the concentration of metabolites, and t is time.

Transients in metabolism are typically on the order of a

few minutes, and metabolic transients are thus more rapid

than the cellular growth rates and the dynamic changes in the

microorganism’s environment (Varma and Palsson, 1994).

Accordingly, the FBA assumes that metabolic fluxes are in a

quasi-steady state relative to growth and process transients.

Fig. 1A presents a generalizes concept of FBA, where the

observed consumption rate and the objective function (Z)
criteria (to maximize/minimize of the rate a specific reaction)

are used to find the rate values of rest of network’s reaction. A

more detailed description of SMN modelling and FBA can be

found in Oberhardt et al. (2009) and Orth et al. (2010).

2.3. Model calibration

Calibration of the metabolic network was performed to esti-

mate the stoichiometric coefficients of reactions by mini-

mizing the average normalized root square of errors (nRSE)

(Eq. (S1) and Eq. (S2) of SI) between model predictions and

reported values of 17 yield ratios (Table 1) for N. europaea

metabolism under unlimited electron donor (NH4
þ) and

acceptor (O2). Results ofmodel’s FBA simulationswere applied

in the equations presented in Table S4 of SI to estimate the 17

yield ratios. Estimations of the 17 yield rations were per-

formed repeatedly using differentmodel’s variants until reach

the minimum average nRSE score. Details to the calibration

procedure can be found in the section S2 of SI.

Maximizing biomass production as the objective function

has been reported to give accurate estimates of cellular phe-

notypes (Orth et al., 2010; Schuetz et al., 2007); however, to

confirm this we evaluate various objective functions involving

maximization of biomass production (Z¼vBiomass�Synt), elec-

trons produced by HAO reaction (Z¼vHAO�hno2), ATP synthesis

(Z¼vATP�Synt), electron equivalents production by cytochrome

bc1 (Z¼vCytbc1), NO2
- detoxification through NIR reaction

(Z¼vNIR), and periplasmic proton potential by cytochrome aa3

(Z¼vCytaa3). The best fitting objective function was the one that

gave the lowest average nRSE. No further recalibration of the

calibrated model was performed for different environmental

conditions as a variation inmetabolic state only influences the

rates of reactions but not reaction stoichiometry (Becker et al.,

2007; Orth et al., 2010).

2.4. Regulatory reactions of NO and N2O production

To assess metabolic regulation of production of NO/N2O, a

sensitivity analysis was performed for the five reactions

directly involved in their production e NO1, NIR, NOR, NO-Ex

and N2O-Ex. A Latin-Hypercube approach was adopted to

perform 12,000 simulations using random values between

0 and 1 for specific rates vj of the reactions involved in con-

sumption of substrates, intracellular pools of electron car-

riers, and energy production metabolism, along with FBA to

estimate the rates of the NO1, NIR, NOR, NO-Ex or N2O-Ex re-

actions. Details of this procedure are presented in section S3

of SI. The reaction sensitivity was assessed by calculating

sensitivity coefficientsðSszi Þ
2 using Eq. (S3) in SI (Saltelli et al.,

2008).

2.5. Estimating metabolic reactions rates in experiments

The rates of reactions in the metabolic pathways of energy,

NO, and N2O production were estimated from two previous

experiments on nitrification by N. europaea reported by Yu

et al. (2010). The first experiment involved exposing the cell

culture in chemostats to oxiceanoxiceoxic transition under a

constant influent ammonium concentration of 20 mM during,

while the second experiment involved subjecting the cell

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049


Table 1 e Seventeen M yield ratios that describe energy generation metabolism in N. europaea operating under non-
limiting oxygen and ammonium concentrations and their fitted values and nRSE scores obtained from AOB-SMN model’s
simulations using different objective functions (Z). Equations to estimate the rate values using the AOB-SMN model are
specified in Table S4.

Yield
number

Yield ratio Description of yield ratio References Units Reported
value in
literature

Estimated rate values (nRSE scores)

Z ¼ vBiomass�Synt Z ¼ vATP�Synt Z ¼ vCytaa3

1 O2

NHþ
4

Overall stoichiometry of

ammonium oxidation to nitrite

1, 2 mol O2
mol N 1.5 1.43 (0.047) 1.43 (0.047) 1.5 (0)

2 NO�
2

NHþ
4

Overall stoichiometry of

ammonium oxidation to nitrite

1, 2 mol N
mol N 1 0.99 (0.009) 0.99 (0.009) 1 (0)

3 Biomas#

NHþ
4

Overall stoichiometry of

ammonium oxidation to nitrite

1, 2, 3 mol N
mol N 0.012 0.0095 (0.205) 0.0095 (0.205) 0 (1)

4 H2O
NHþ

4
Overall stoichiometry of

ammonium oxidation to nitrite

1, 2, mol H2O
mol N 1 1.088 (0.088) 1.088 (0.088) 1 (0)

5 NO�
2

NHþ
4

Overall stoichiometry of

ammonium oxidation to nitrite

3 mol N
mol N 0.011 0.010 (0.37) 0.010 (0.37) 0 (1)

6 ATPBiomass
ATPSynthetized

Growth associated ATP

consumption

2, 3, 4 mol ATP
mol ATP 0.35 0.357 (0.021) 0.357 (0.021) NA

7 ATPManteinance
ATPSynthetized

Maintenance associated ATP

consumption

4 mol ATP
mol ATP 0.65 0.643 (0.011) 0.643 (0.011) NA

8 /Hþ
NHþ

4
Total protons translocated

per mol of ammonium oxidised

3, 5 mol H
mol N 9 8.54 (0.051) 8.54 (0.051) 9 (0)

9 /Hþ
NH2OH Total protons translocated

per mol of hydroxylamine

oxidised

3, 5 mol H
mol N 8 7.54 (0.057) 7.54 (0.057) 8 (0)

10 /Hþ
NHþ

4 �O
Hþ/O yield from ammonium

oxidation

5 mol H
mol O 3.4 6 (0.764) 6 (0.764) 3 (0.765)

11 /Hþ
NH2OH�O Hþ/O yield from

hydroxylamine oxidation

5 mol H
mol O 4.4 4 (0.090) 4 (0.090) 3 (0.091)

12 O2AMO
O2

Oxygen consumption ratio

by AMO reaction

6 mol O2
mol O2

0.66 0.69 (0.0411) 0.69 (0.0411) 0.67 (0.001)

13
O2Cytaa3

O2
Oxygen consumption ratio

by Cytaa3 reaction

6 mol O2
mol O2

0.33 0.31 (0.079) 0.31 (0.079) 0.33 (0.001)

14
Hþ

Leaked

/Hþ Proton gradient dissipation

not associated to ATP

production

3 mol H
mol H 4.5 2.28 (0.493) 2.28 (0.493) 0 (1)

15
Q8H2 used by AMO

Q8H2 Synthetized
Ubiquinol-8 (q8h2) oxidation

ratio by AMO reaction

7 mol Q8H2
mol Q8H2

0.5 0.51 (0.02) 0.51 (0.02) 0.5 (0.000)

16
Q8H2 used by Cytbc1

Q8H2 Synthetized
Ubiquinol-8 oxidation ratio by

Cytochrome bc1 reaction

7 mol Q8H2
mol Q8H2

0.4125 0.442 (0.02) 0.442 (0.02) 0.5 (0.214)

17
Q8H2 used by NADHSynt

Q8H2 Synthetized
Ubiquinol-8 oxidation ratio by

NADH synthesis reaction

7 mol Q8H2
mol Q8H2

0.08754 0.058 (0.22) 0.058 (0.22) 0 (1)

Average nRSE

(% of error)

0.152A 0.152A 0.338B

References: 1 ¼ Grady et al. (1999), 2 ¼ Tchobanoglous et al. (2003), 3 ¼ Poughon et al. (2001), 4 ¼ Vadivelu et al. (2006), 5 ¼ Hollocher et al. (1982)

6 ¼ Ni et al. (2011), 7 ¼ Whittaker et al. (2000).
# Biomass as a molecule with the standard formula C5H7O2N.

NA ¼ A flux is not available to estimate yield ratio.
A or B ¼ Values detonated with different letters differ significantly according to one way ANOVA test at P < 0.05.
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culture to the transition with the influent ammonium con-

centration maintained at 20 mM during the oxic periods but

lowered from 20 mM to 10 mM during the anoxic period. Both

experiments were conducted in bioreactors with 4 L of work-

ing volume using 2.4 � 0.5 � 108 cells/mL of N. europaea during

the entire experiment. The experimental rates of production

of nitrogenous compounds observed at different instants of

time were used as model’s input and calibration data as

described below.

The experimental rates were estimated by splitting the

concentration curves for nitrogenous compounds over the

135 h duration into 135 hourly intervals. The metabolic
compounds were assumed to be at pseudo-steady state in

each interval (Mahadevan et al., 2002), giving 135 point values

for the concentrations of nitrogenous compounds in biore-

actor. These values were used along with the influent con-

centrations and the aqueous flow rate to chemostat in eqn. S4

of SI (as described in section S4.1 of SI) to obtain rates for each

compound over the 135 hourly intervals. The metabolic re-

action rates were estimated by performing135 FBA simula-

tions for each experiment by specifying the observed

ammonium consumption rate to the NH4-Ex reaction over

each interval. In each FBA simulation, the rate value vCytaa3 of

the terminal oxidase (Cytaa3) was specified to fit the observed

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049


Fig. 2 e Five independent sensitivity analyses of NO1, NIR, NOR, N2O-Ex and NO-Ex reactions. The sensitivity coefficients of

each analysis were obtained from randomly and independently constrained 17 reactions (X axis) in the AOB-SMN model.
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rate of N2O production; in a similar way the rate value

vHAO�hno2 of hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (HAO-hno2) reac-

tion was specified to fit the observed rate of NO production.

The maximum rate values bCytP460 ¼ 0.037 mmol/h and

bNO1 ¼ 0.05 mmol/h were used in all 135 FBA simulations in

accordance with the maximum rate values for cytochrome

P460 and HAO enzymes reported by Numata et al. (1990) and

Sayavedra-Soto and Arp (2011) e details of how these values

were obtained are presented in section S4.2 of SI. Finally, the

accuracy of the model’s estimations was assessed using co-

efficients of determination (R2), slope values (m) and root

mean square errors (RSME) (Eq. (4) of SI) between experi-

mental and estimated rates of production of NO2
�eN, NOeN,

N2OeN and cell-N (i.e., nitrogen incorporated in biomass).
3. Results

3.1. Metabolic network calibration

The objective functions for maximizing biomass production

(Z¼vBiomasseSynt) and maximizing ATP synthesis (Z¼vATPeSynt)

gave the same lowest average nRSE of 0.152 (Table 1), inter-

preted as a percentage of accuracy of 84.8% (from (1 eratios,

nRSE)*100) to fit the 17 observed yield values. As the estimated

molar yields and nRSE values obtained with Z¼vBiomasseSynt

and Z¼vATPeSynt were identical, FBA ofN. europaeametabolism

can be performed using either of these objective functions as

biomass synthesis is inherently linked to ATP synthesis.

Therefore, consistent with literature (Schuetz et al., 2007; Orth

et al., 2010), Z¼vBiomasseSynt was adopted as the objective
function for FBA in this study. The stoichiometric equations

obtained by calibrating the model (i.e. corresponding to the

lowest average nRSE using Z¼vBiomasseSynt) are presented in

Table S1 of SI. The rates for the energy productionmetabolism

of N. europaea operating under non-limiting oxygen and

ammonium concentrations, estimated using the calibrated

model, are shown in Fig. 4A. According to our calibration AOB

take up1.012 mol of nitrogen per mole of NH3eN oxidized by

AMO (mol-N/mol-NAMO). Thus, 1 mol N as NH3 is oxidized to

NH2OH and 0.012 mol-N are assimilated into cell biomass. In

the AMO reaction producing NH2OH 0.999mol-N is oxidized to

HNO2 through the HAO-noh, HAO-no and HAO-hno2 reactions

and 0.001 mol-N ‘leaks’ as NO via the NO1 reaction to extra-

cellular space. CytP460, NIR andNOR reactions remain inactive

under non-limiting oxygen and ammonium conditions, and

no N2O is produced. The yield coefficient for nitrogen assim-

ilation into biomass is estimated as 0.012 mol-N/mol-NAMO,

consistent with the reported value of 0.15 g-COD/g-N

(0.013 mol-N/mol-NAMO) (Grady et al., 1999).
3.2. Regulatory reactions of NO and N2O production

The sensitivity analysis identified the reactions catalysed by

the terminal oxidase cytochromes aa3 (Cytaa3), the cyto-

chrome P460 (CytP460) and the third step of the hydroxyl-

amine oxidation reaction (HAO-hno2) as having a prominent

mitigation effect on the rates of N2O and NO exchange and

production via reactions NO-Ex, N2O-Ex, NO1, NIR, and NOR.

Fig. 2 shows the largest sensitivity coefficients ðSszi Þ
2 for Cytaa3

and CytP460 reactions obtained in five sensitivity analyses.

The sensitivity coefficients of NO1, NIR and NOR reactions

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049


Fig. 3 e Bioreactor’s experimental and predicted rates of N. europaea nitrification process exposed to oxiceanoxiceoxic

transition. In all graphics, the X axis represents time; the anoxic period is shown with grey background and starts at time

zero. (A) Oxiceanoxiceoxic transition with non-limiting influent ammonium concentration of 20 mM. (B) Oxiceanoxiceoxic

transition with lowered influent ammonium concentration of 10 mM during the anoxic period. Coefficient of determination

(R2), slope (m) and root mean square error (RMSE) values between estimated and experimental rates are shown. Vertical

lines on the metabolic-reactions graphics indicate the time for which data was analysed in Fig. 4.
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indicate that NO/N2O production by nitrifier denitrification

and/or hydroxylamine oxidoreductase mediated pathways is

governed by Cytaa3 and CytP460 reactions (with ðSszi Þ
2 co-

efficients ranging between 0.1e0.35), as cytochromes -aa3 and
-P460 determine the availability of electrons equivalents (as

periplasmic cytochrome 552) for NIR and NOR (Fig. 1C). Similar

sensitivity coefficients for the 17 constrained reactions sug-

gest that N2O-Ex is fully governed by the NOR reaction (sub-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049


Fig. 4 e Scheme of electron flow through N. europaea’s energy and NO/N2O production pathways along with their estimated

rates. Solid lines show the flow of metabolic compounds, while dotted lines represent the flow of electron equivalents. All

shown rates were normalized by 1 mmol of NH3 oxidized by AMO. (A) Unlimited oxygen and ammonium conditions; (B)

Transition to anoxic condition with constant ammonium from Fig. 3A; (C) Peak of N2O production in experiment from

Fig. 3A; and (D) Peak of N2O production in experiment from Fig. 3B.
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figures “NOR” and “N2O-Ex” of Fig. 2). In contrast, NO-Ex was

governed by the CytP460 and HAO-hno2 reactions but not by

Cytaa3 (sub-figure “NO-Ex” of Fig. 2). NIR, NOR and N2O-Ex re-

actions showed sensitivity to the rates of consumption of

intracellular hydroxylamine with ðSszi Þ
2 values between 0.07

and 0.09 but not to the rates of consumption of intracellular

nitrous acid, reduced periplasmic cytochrome 552, and

ubiquinol-8 (ðSszi Þ
2¼ 0).

3.3. Metabolic reaction rate estimation from NO/N2O
production experiments

The R2, slope (m), and RMSE for observed versus fitted values

indicate that the SMN model adequately estimates the rates of

production of nitrogenous compounds andmetabolic reactions

for the experiments reported by Yu et al. (2010) (Fig. 3). The

estimated metabolic rates (normalized with the AMO reaction

rate) under unlimited ammoniumand oxygen, and during peak
NO and N2O emission in oxiceanoxiceoxic transition, are

shown in Fig. 4. Following the transition to anoxia, NO was

emitted via the HAO mediated pathway NO1 (Figs. 3A and 4B),

but onlywhen the rate ofNO1 reaction exceeded that ofCytP460

reaction. At peak N2O emission following the recovery to oxia

the HAO-hno2 rate was slightly lower than that for AMO reac-

tion. Similarly, the Cytaa3 rate was slightly lower than the

Cytbc1 rate. NO ‘leaked’ through the NO1 reaction. Moreover,

the coordinated rates for NOR and NIR reactions at the time of

peak N2O production indicate that 66% of the N2O emission

could be attributed to nitrifier denitrification (Figs. 3A and 4C).

Figs. 3B and 4D show that following the transition to anoxia

in the experiment with a lower influent ammonium concen-

tration of 10 mM during the anoxic phase, the NIR reaction

rate was estimated as zero and entire NO production occurred

via the HAO mediated pathway NO1. As in previous experi-

ment during recovery following the transition to oxia from

anoxia the coordinated rates of NOR and NIR reactions peak at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.04.049
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the same time as the N2O emission peak (Fig. 3B), and the

maximum CytP460 rate of 0.037 mmol/h was maintained due

to a demand for electron equivalents and the activation ofNO1

pathway. The peak rates for NOR and NIR of 0.022 and

0.011 mmol/h, respectively, are lower than NO1 (0.043 mmol/

h) and indicate that only 20% of the peak N2O emissionmay be

attributed to nitrifier denitrification (Fig. 4D).
4. Discussion

4.1. N. europaea metabolic network for energy and NO/
N2O production

The reconstruction of NO and N2O production pathways was

based on metabolic reactions experimentally shown to be

active in N. europaea metabolism (references cited in Table S1

of SI). Alternative NO and N2O production/consumption re-

actions such as chemo-denitrification or N2 production from

N2O (Schmidt, 2008) were not included in the reconstruction

as N. europaea does not have the genomic potential to perform

these reactions. Two reactions catalysed by the cytochromes

c0-beta and c554 that could produce N2O in N. europaea

(Chandran et al., 2011; Stein, 2010) were ignored as the re-

actions catalysed by these enzymes use the same substrate

and have a similar reaction mechanism to NOR (Schmidt,

2008), and due to a lack of sufficient biochemical informa-

tion on these reactions in the literature. Nitrite and nitrous

oxide reductases have cytochrome c oxidoreductase activity

and Cyt552e satisfies the mass and charge balances for these

reactions (Stein, 2010, 2011); therefore ourmodel uses reduced

periplasmic cytochrome 552 (Cyt552e) as the electron donor in

NOR and NIR reactions. In the AOB-SMN model, anabolic

pathways such as the CalvineBensoneBassham cycle, central

carbon reactions and amino acid synthesis were ignored as

the rates of production of nitrogenous compounds can be

accurately estimated by calibrating the protein and biomass

synthesis reactions against experimental biomass yield. As

nitrogen assimilation into biomass accounts for less than 2%

of total NH4
þeN consumed by AOB (Tchobanoglous et al.,

2003), the maximum error in the nitrogen mass balance by

excluding the anabolic reactions is estimated as 2%.

4.2. Regulatory mechanism of NO and N2O production

The model presented here is an investigative tool for deci-

phering the mechanism of NO/N2O production by AOB. We

report on the activation of N2O production pathway as a

mechanism for dissipating electron equivalents accumulating

due to an imbalance in the rates of consumption of electron

donor (NH4
þ) and acceptor (O2). As N. europaea is commonly

and abundantly found in full scale nitrification processes

(Wagner et al., 2002) and that AOB species have a similar N2O

productionmechanism (Stein, 2011), the findings of this study

are applicable to a wide range of scenarios. Nevertheless, the

model developed in this study is a first step in the use of

metabolic network modelling to quantify biological pathways

of NO/N2O production in wastewater treatment systems and a

more accurate description requires the development of a

multispecies model.
The high R2 and slope, and low RMSE, between the esti-

mated and observed production and consumption rates of

nitrogenous compounds (Fig. 3) suggests that NO and N2O

production was accurately modelled and that the estimated

intracellular rates appropriately quantify the rates of meta-

bolic reactions. FBA indicates that the activation of NIR and

NOR reactions is a consequence of electron overproduction (as

Cyt552e) by Cytbc1 and CytP460 relative to the capacity of

terminal oxidase Cytaa3 to use the produced electrons. Elec-

tron availability results in activating NIR and NOR reactions

and the consequent production of NO and N2O. This over-

production of electrons is the consequence of either a lack of

oxygen as the final electron acceptor or an excess of the

electron donors NH4
þ and/or NH2OH. The CytP460 reaction

buffers against the emission of NO and N2O by oxidizing NO

back to HNO2. During the anoxic phase CytP460 activity results

from availability of NO and NH2OH, and because this reaction

is energetically favoured in cells as it produces reduced peri-

plasmic cytochrome 552 (Cyt552e). Consequently, CytP460

served dual roles of NO detoxification and producing electron

equivalents as cytochrome c552. Our analysis suggests that

NO and N2O are emitted when the sum of the rates of NIR and

NO1 reactions exceeds half the of CytP460 rate.

The FBA estimates that around 70% of the peak N2OeN

emitted during transition to oxia under non-limiting ammo-

nium concentration could be attributed to nitrifier denitrifi-

cation (Figs. 3A and 4C). This result agrees with observations

in experiments performed under similar conditions on the

fraction of N2O produced through nitrifier denitrification

(Wunderlin et al., 2013) and increased nirK gene expression

(Yu et al., 2010). For the experiment with lowered ammonium

concentration during the anoxic phase, only 0e20% of N2O

production during transition to oxia could be attributed to

nitrifier denitrification while the rest resulted from the NO1

pathway (Figs. 3B and 4D). This is attributed to the electron

equivalents generated by cytochromes bc1 and P460 as being

insufficient to activate the NIR reaction, consistent with ob-

servations during the recovery period of decreased nirK gene

expression compared to the experiment with elevated

ammonium concentration (Yu et al., 2010). In similar exper-

iments involving the use of isotope signatures, all emitted

N2O was attributed to production via the HAO mediated

pathway (Wunderlin et al., 2013). Thus, it is possible that N2O

can be produced without involving the NIR reaction. Howev-

er, Fig. 4B suggests that net N2O emission under this scenario

would be expected to be small. FBA of the anoxic phases

receiving 20 mM and 10 mM influent ammonium concentra-

tions gave zero rates for the NIR reaction and NO production

via the NO1 pathway for both cases (Fig. 4A and B). While

these findings contradict observations of increased nirK gene

expression in N. europaea during anoxia (Yu et al., 2010), the

FBA indicates that increased nirK expression may not have

been accompanied with an increase of NIR protein catalytic

activity.
5. Conclusions

This study uses stoichiometric network modelling with flux

balance analysis to improve the understanding of NO and N2O
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production by biological processes. The key research findings

of the study are:

� The regulatory mechanism of NO and N2O production

pathways is related to an imbalance between production

and consumption of electron equivalents caused by

changes in the environmental availability of electron do-

nors and acceptors.

� The transition to anoxic conditions results in a leak of NO

from HAO mediated reaction due to limited availability of

electron acceptors to completely oxidize NO to HNO2.

� The unlimited availability of electron donors combined

with a lack of electron acceptors triggers nitrifier denitri-

fication as an electron sink pathway. When electron donor

depletion is accompanied with a decrease in electron

acceptor concentration so that the intracellular electron

equivalents generated are not enough to activate nitrifier

denitrification pathway, NO/N2O production through the

hydroxylamine oxidoreductase pathway can be expected.

� The transition from anoxic to oxic conditions causes

baseline N2O production via the hydroxylamine oxidore-

ductase pathway, but the amount of N2O emission is

dependent upon activation of the nitrifier denitrification

pathway.

� NO and N2O emissions are partially mitigated by the re-

action catalysed by cytochrome P460.
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